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Abstract Design is an underexplored field in archaeology, but offers many possibilities
as it is also, in essence, about material culture. In this paper I explore design theory as
well as the meaning of the concept. ‘Design’ has several definitions, but the polysemic
nature of ‘design’ also allows for a flexible analysis that addresses materials, production,
ideas and socio-political contexts. In one sense design is problem solving related to
everyday tasks. When addressing mass materials, perspectives from design can provide
interesting angles. For example, the turban rimmed bowls of the Iron Age Balkans
and Central Europe provide an interesting case for a design approach because of their
commonness and ubiquitous nature. This study found that the surface of an object was
especially important as it provided a common interface for locals as well as travellers.

Introduction
Design has much potential for providing a source of inspiration and becoming a
useful concept for archaeologists, and the purpose of this paper is to explore some
of these possibilities. Design professionals (including scholars) theorize and create
the objects of tomorrow, while archaeologists, as Shanks (2007) points out, sit on
millennia of design history. According to Highmore (2009:5), design is all around us.
When engaging with the world we orchestrate it, we design it. In this paper ‘design’
is discussed at a conceptual level and a practical level in relation to a case study.
Namely, the turban rimmed bowls (Fig. 1) of Early Iron Age Central Macedonia can
be explored by taking a design approach.
Central Macedonia was a middle ground between a plethora of the Balkan
cultures and Aegean ‘civilizations’ (see Horejs 2005:89). Design theory can provide
a vantage point from which to study the layers of different types of mobility within
the artefacts: ideas, material, technology, technique and styles moved between
distant regions in the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. From the design perspective
that emerged in this article, fluted-ware and turban rimmed bowls are interesting
because of their commonness, their ubiquitousness, across vast expanses from the
Central European plains to the north Aegean shores of Central Macedonia (Figs. 2
and 3). The label ‘Design’ could be placed on mass produced objects like Coca Cola
bottles as well as rare, almost bespoke ‘designer objects’ such as a dress cult status
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amongst intellectuals (Bürdek 2005:25, 33, 38). Later, Dreyfuss was successful in this
respect in America. He did, however, have an advantage over the Bauhaus movement
as his designs were marketed in a bourgeoning consumer economy rather than the
bankrupt Weimar Republic. Today, according to the British Design Council, design
is everywhere. Design, if seen as a visual and practical improvement of an object
(Hunter 2011), could include airplane interiors (Dreyfuss 2007) and cities planned
by urbanists like Le Corbusier (Engholm & Michelsen 1999:78-81). Currently, in an
age of rapid environmental degradation, good design also means sustainable design
(Bürdek 2005:84). In the consumer economy of today Human Centred Design fits
objects to society employing ethnography and participatory design. Fast feedback
from consumers can be collected with the help of inventions such as the Internet
(Friedland & Yamauchi 2011). One could almost ask if the consumer is gradually
taking the place of the designer.

Fig. 1. Turban Rimmed Bowl (Heurtley Photobase).

That design is to some extent mass produced and non-unique is the most important
point to be made. The rise of designed objects was a process tied to several factors
like the advent of mass production and demand for aesthetically pleasing objects that
were not priceless. Design was also seen as a means to reach something, exemplified
with the Bauhaus movement’s aim of social synthesis. Design depends not only on
the designer’s imagination but also on social conditions. Even if the rise of ‘design’ was
connected to specific historical epochs, useful elements can be elucidated. There were no
factories with assembly bands in prehistory, but in the Iron Age Balkans, for example,
there was a wide distribution of turban rimmed bowls and water bird pendants. Even
if not mass produced, these objects were produced in masses. This could be termed
non-localized mass production as it was decentralized, the pots being produced at
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several settlements rather than at a central spot. While centralized production requires
logistics of objects to distribute them, non-localized mass production required a flow
of knowledge. While this point is explored in the case study, the non-unique nature
of many archaeological artefacts makes design a plausible approach. Yet, the nature
of ‘design’ has been subject to interesting discussions. What is design?

Fig. 2. Map of the Balkans (CIA 1972).

Design?
Heskett (2006) emphasizes that design refers to production, appearance and intention.
In a design perspective the object could be said to be the totality of these factors. Heskett
sums this up: ‘design is to design a design to produce a design’ (Heskett 2006:16).
This quote captures the plurality of meanings of ‘design’ as well as its slippery nature.
The first ‘design’ in the sentence is a noun that refers to a general idea about how
something could be, while the second is a verb that refers to an action or a process
of making. The third is a noun that refers to a sketch and the fourth is another noun
that refers to an object (Heskett 2006:16-17). Design refers to physical objects as
well as ideas. Flusser (1999; see also Cornell & Fahlander 2002) notes that ‘design’ is
derived from Latin and means ‘about signs’. For Flusser (1999:17-21) design is where
art and technology come together, a field where beauty and utility unite. Flusser has
an interesting point regarding the outcome of this unification. He connects ‘design’
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to having designs, a scheme of trickery and deceit. Design adds value to things that
have none or little in sich. Flusser grasps two important aspects recurring in the design
literature: the crafts aspect and the art aspect. This brief etymological exploration
reveals that design is an idea behind (intention) the looks (appearance) and the
making (production) of objects. Yet it is also a trait and a symbolic dimension as
much as something that renders an object useful.

Fig. 3. Map of Central Macedonia and the Axios River (KHM 2011).

Design is also a profession. Who is the designer, an artist, a crafter or someone
else? This is perhaps as important to ask as what design is. Henry Dreyfuss is often
seen as the father of American industrial design. Designers are in his view akin to
‘inventor-crafters-businessmen’, observers of ‘public taste’ and a link between the
consumer and the engineer (Dreyfuss 2007:14). Dreyfus (2007:84), writing from a
North American perspective, pointed out that design brings forth beautiful useful
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objects that enter the life of most Americans. Design was thus fundamentally different
from art, which not everyone could own. Dreyfus worked with both scientists and
doctors, addressing questions related to ergonomics as well as economics to create
objects that were better and more beautiful. The result of the designing Dreyfuss
(2007) proposes could be called an everyday aesthetics. If Flusser’s (1999:17) notion
of deceit is recalled, design could be defined as an outer dimension of an artefact, its
looks. Yet, would not this outer dimension be contingent upon an inner dimension?
Designing
Knowles , in a tailoring manual for men’s wear, explains that pattern drafting is ‘a design
process that involves taking the measurements from a person’s body or a body form,
(usually) adding ease to these measurements, and then transferring the measurements
onto a paper pattern’ (Knowles 2006:1). ‘Design’ means to conceptualize a body
onto a paper sketch. Design is in this view what is between the mind and unmoulded
matter, a process of making as much as an aspect of an object: designing.
Alesina and Lupton (2010) propose an approach to designing that starts with the
material. Inspiration is sought in materials by ‘studying the properties and behavior of
a physical substance to discover and invent forms and solutions’ (Alesina and Lupton
2010:4). According to Alesina and Lupton (2010:4), design is about solving problems:
‘Materials are like words. The richer your design vocabulary the more solutions you
see and can express’ (Alesina and Lupton 2010:4).
Materials, as Norman (2002:189, 216) and Pye (1978:51) note, yield resistance
and shape our opportunities, and thus further our social life when used in the form
of objects. Pye (1978:11) distinguishes art from design on this criterion, noting
that design is restrained by functionality while an artist freely paints what he or she
wishes. For Pye (1978:55) designing is about solving problems related to how people
perform tasks in a world of material resistance. In an example he looks into slicing
bread (Pye 1978:50). Pye distinguishes between two types of constraints: mechanical
and skilled, the former constant (i.e. the bread), the latter variable as it depends on
the skills of a tool’s user (cutting with a knife). These constitute skilled systems and
shape determining systems that relate to the choices made by the creator of that object,
whether tacitly rooted in tradition or explicitly in a discourse. A shape determining
system limits the motions required to use an object to reach a particular goal. These
are of concern when an object is being made (Pye 1978:51).
The design process includes intention, production, form and function (Hardt
2006; Heskett 2006:16), and Pye shows how these are connected. In the design
process, Alesina and Lupton (2010) emphasize stages such as identifying a problem,
widen it, imagine scenarios, field research, brainstorming with materials, get inspired,
sketching, testing, refinement, production and marketing. This has similarities with
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the processes Michelsen and Engholm discuss (1999). They draw attention to the
problem solving aspect of design, and argue that a design problem, for example a
chair (addressing sitting), is a palimpsest of problems like ergonomics, materials,
production etc. To address design problems, Michelsen and Engholm discuss several
design processes like the NATO model which is defined by the stages of 1) research/
definition, 2) sketching/alternative solutions, 3) conclusion/solution and 4) production. Approaches to design methods/process can be theoretical or practical, like the
NATO formula of the post war era. At the other end of the spectrum, until 1927 the
Bauhaus School, and the practically-minded leader Hannes Meyers, were concerned
with discovering the nature of the object (Engholm & Michelsen 1999:152). In recent
years, the communicative aspect of design has become more and more important.
The surface is regarded as an interface which tells the user what the object is, but also
yields symbolic values embedded in the artefact (Engholm & Michelsen 1999:160).
The material world is one that yields resistance when inhabited and shaped to fit
the needs of people. As a process, designing could be problem solving. An important
point that emerges from the problem-solving perspective is that design is related to
shaping objects to become task relevant, to ease the performance of, for example,
slicing bread. Materials are also shaped to tell people what an object should be, or
what the maker has designated it to be. Importantly, the user does not always do as
designated by the designer.
Reading design
Much like in archaeology, semantics is discussed in design (e.g. Bürdek 2005; Crilly
et al. 2008; Krippendorff 2011; Tilley 1999). A well-designed product should tell
the user what it is (Bürdek 2005:15). Yet after the product has entered the hands of
the users, the purpose of the object is no longer under the control of the designer. It
should be stressed that users are plural. Design could be seen as a form of mass media
(Crilly et al. 2008:429). However, as a mass media, it addresses a heterogeneous
mass audience. What the look of the product expresses is of great importance to the
designer, but how it is encountered by the users is another matter.
Bürdek (2005:15-16) emphasizes that a well-designed object should communicate
its identity to the user immediately. A good example is provided by Rusten and Bryson
(2010:78): before developing their distinct bottle, the Coca Cola Company had a
significant problem with imposters. As their soft drink was bottled locally in cities
across the US, it was not hard to sell imitation Cola as Coca Cola. In 1915 a solution
came: a distinct bottle that signalled the identity of the content (the authentic Coca
Cola) in a clear manner to the consumers, who now immediately could recognize the
authenticity of the soft drink they bought. Saddler (2001) discusses the notion of an
‘interpretive community’, a group of people who can ‘read’ a set of objects. Marketing
ensured that Americans would recognize the Coca Cola bottle.
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Yet there is not a one-to-one relationship between the intentions of the producer and
user. Bürdek (2005:329) draws attention to this. The SPOKK project showed how
different sub-cultures often employ the same products recombined, although the
purpose of using these artefacts would be to define oneself apart from other sub-cultures
and society. Using the same codes enables the members of a specific sub-culture to
associate with each other and experience a sense of affinity and common identity.
Some sub-cultures are related and draw on each other’s symbols making the borders
between them less defined. Sub-cultures which are regarded as opposed to each other
can in fact also use similar material expressions, and on some occasions they may look
quite similar. The looks can deceive, perhaps especially if discussed out of context.
Archaeology and design
In archaeology design has been picked up by specialists in fields ranging from the
Stone Age to Classics. Ahler and Geib (2000:804-805) define design as ‘the purposeful
creation of a product to meet a specific goal under various constraints’. Earlier Binford
(1965:205) used design to describe the form of a finished object. As in design studies,
there is no single definition of design in archaeology.
Schiffer (et al. 2001:732), summarizing archaeological design inspired approaches,
relates it to chaîne opératoire and object biographies. To a greater extent than for
example the chaîne opératoire, archaeologies that employ design approaches emphasize
connections between social and technological factors, power relations and gender in
production processes: in short it regards the process of crafting as embedded within
a larger social structure (Schiffer et al. 2001:732). These thoughts are echoed in
Schiffer and Skibo’s later work on behavioural chains, which is presented as a ‘user
friendly’ version of design inspired archaeology that includes use, maintenance, reuse,
deposition and post manufacture processes (Schiffer & Skibo 2008:9).
Caple (2005:12-6), drawing on Horsfall (1987), argues that by backtracking the
production sequence one would be able to elucidate a social process of production.
Artefacts could, according to Caple (2005:18), be bespoke (rare and prestigious),
crafted (occasional) or mass produced (by the thousands). Caple (2005:8) posits that
function and form are tied to the choice of material and deals with the material of
the materiality. An archaeological method of design emphasizes that object forms are
created within material, technological, social and economic frameworks of constraining
factors. Caple (2005) addresses this by following the life of an artefact biographically.
In these respects his approach has similarities with that of Schiffer and Skibo (2008).
Cornell and Fahlander (2002:74), using Flusser (1999) as a vantage point, draws
attention to the possibility of using design as a bridge between different aspects like
form and decoration as design would encompass style, form, material and technique.
Cornell and Fahlander (2002:75) also discuss the art historian Kubler’s (1962) idea
of sequence and series and notes that an object from a different time series can draw
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their decorative inspiration from a different sequence of (use-) related objects (i.e.
that pot decoration could be inspired by mats). In a study along the lines envisaged by
Cornell and Fahlander (2002:16-7) it would be necessary to include several artefact
groups where different ‘fibres’ of style and modes of organization and production
would connect artefacts. The idea of fibres is essential in ‘micro-archaeology’ (Cornell
& Fahlander 2002), which posits that one can start to weave from the localized
to explore larger contexts. Connecting larger complex social structures into the
production of objects is also a component in the works of Shanks. Shanks has dealt
with several aspects of design both in books (e.g. Shanks 1999) and at his website
(Shanks 2012). He discusses how design is about transformation of matter, and thus
a series of repetitious technological choices with a background in an active tradition
that accommodates for innovation and creativity (which can only be recognized
against tradition). Through ‘reverse engineering’ an array of social conditions can
be elucidated from the design process of the design. Shanks describes the design of
the Corinthian aryballos as ‘located within the work of the potter, acts of exchange
and consumption, rituals of death and dedication’ (Shanks 2007). Could the artefact
then be seen as the shape of society?
Design archaeology?
While there is no unified design discussion in archaeology, this brief presentation
of design provides several points that can be discussed in relation to archaeological
material. A vantage point could be to think about the design as both an idea (a
design) and a production (designing) process aimed at solving a problem. A problem
could be as mundane as slicing bread (Pye 1978). Design is mass-produced; its
non-uniqueness is of importance. Design is everyday aesthetics, and unifies utility
with beauty communicating what the object is supposed to be. What becomes of
the matter moulded in the designing process depends on both the intention of the
designer and on the proficiency of the user in ‘reading’ the artefact, which can be
combined into new and unexpected contexts. An interesting point that should also
be made is that designers address matter. Conkey (2006) points out that the material
is often forgotten in studies of material culture. Can design bring in new perspectives
in this regard? An important point made by Shanks (2007) is that objects and the
shape of human society tangle. A pot could in this perspective say something about
social fabric. The designed surface is a social interface and a meeting ground. These
ideas are suitable in a case study of turban rimmed bowls. When approaching turban
rimmed bowls as design, one could address ‘horizontal’ perspectives (if the design idea
is conceptualized in other materials) as well as vertical perspectives (discussing steps
in the designing process). While the discussion in the case study touches sites in other
parts of the Balkans as well, Central Macedonia in Northern Greece is emphasized
as this was a cultural and geographic meeting place in the Iron Age.
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Points of discussion in an archaeological design approach could thus be:
- Mass-production and mass-consumption
- Designing and the appearance of the object, its design.
- Materials
- Social and political contexts
- Problem solving
A case study of fluted ware
In prehistory we are faced with wide distribution and often great quantities of objects
that are more or less similar in terms of decoration and form. Mass production of
non-uniqueness is a trait of design, and a perspective that should be discussed in
archaeology. Roman coins fit this description well. This would even to some extent
be true for Roman marble sculptures, as they could be mass-copies of Greek works in
bronze. Further, archaeologists most often deal with everyday objects rather than the
bespoke. Today, objects mass-produced in one place can be distributed across the globe,
mass-communicating messages. In prehistory, the Late Bronze Age Uluburun ship’s
load is a tangible expression of the great quantities of travelling goods (Pulak 1998).
The turban rimmed bowl of the Iron Age illustrates the journeys of pots and decoration techniques as well as aesthetics. This bowl type is found in Central Europe and
all the way down to the shores of Northern Greece (Bulatović 2009:108; Hochstetter
1984:ill. 58). A fluted incurved rim, with almost horizontal or diagonal channels,
is the defining trait of the turban rimmed bowl. It had a mass audience, even if not
centrally produced, due to its wide distribution. Today, designs can be created in an
office in for example California, materialized in China, with materials from several
continents. The product, a cell phone or a pair of shoes, is then distributed across the
globe to consumers via super tankers, trailers, trains and planes. In the Iron Age none
of these transportation modes were available. Still we witness the wide distribution of
certain types of very similar objects, for example turban rimmed bowls. The turban
rimmed bowl provides a design problem as well as a mobility problem.
Before one could ask which problem the countless ‘proto-designers’ of the Iron Age
tried to address with their turban rims, it is pertinent to ask how the turban rimmed
bowls were made. The designing of the turban rimmed bowls was fairly similar at
sites across the Balkans (for South Balkan see Hochstetter 1984) despite the fact
that the settlement milieus were different. It appeared in several different cultures
in the Balkans in the period ca.1300-500 BC. The turban rimmed bowls are found
at flat sites such as Kalanik-Igrišće II in Croatia (Karavanić 2009:37) and the tell
site of Kastanas (Fig. 4) or Limnotopos in the northern Greek Central Macedonia
(Heurtley 1939:33), two quite different environments. Bowls vary in size but in
general have inverted rims. Sometimes applied bosses can be found on their bodies.
Within the wider fluted-ware assemblage of Central Macedonia, the burning can also
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vary. Whether brown or metallic grey, with or without fire clouds, a basic property
was shared by objects that constitute the type turban rimmed bowls: designed
by repeatedly drawing a finger or a broad round tipped tool across the rim when
the clay was semi-dry and while turning the bowl slowly, a fluted rim design was
conceptualized. In some instances, pseudo-turban rims can be distinguished. In
these cases the fluted channels are so shallow that they do not affect the ‘plasticity’
of the rim, which means that they are not visible in the profile of the pot (Kovačević
2009: 56). When creating the channels, one would design a surface that defined
the turban rimmed bowl: its designed surface.

Fig. 4. The tell of Kastanas (Photo: Ole Christian Aslaksen).

In some instances, pseudo-turban rims can be distinguished. In these cases the
fluted channels are so shallow that they do not affect the ‘plasticity’ of the rim,
which means that they are not visible in the profile of the pot (Kovačević 2009:56).
Bulatović (2009) divides fluted rims into two main categories. The first and earliest,
stemming from BrD (c. 1300-1200 BC) north-eastern Hungary/South Slovakia,
was signified by roughly horizontal channels, while the second was later known
as far south as northern Greece and is signified by diagonal channels. Creating
these channels required repetitive motions while the motions behind the diagonal
channels were short, the horizontal channels would have required longer motions
as they reach around the rim. The long motions were non-repetitive. This can
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be recognized as the horizontal channels do not resemble each other while the
diagonal ones do. The fluting was the stage in the design process that distinguished
turban rimmed bowls from other bowls. The clay had already been mixed and then
treated and molded into a shape. In northern Greece and the Balkans, and further
north in Central Europe, the former part of the design process was the same: the
conceptualization of channels onto a bowl rim, giving it a trans-regional identity.
While the idea of fluting, the design, was non-local, the clay was in most instances
local. What does fluting resemble? The fluted handle could resemble a rope or a
horn. It looks as if someone twisted it, and is often referred to as a twisted handle
(Fig. 5). While fluted-ware, including the widespread turban rimmed bowl, did
not reach southern Greece, there are some instances of Mycenaean handles that
look twisted, known from LH Menelaion and Scimitari (Catling 2009:cat. no.
35A; Mountjoy 1983:pl.16 fig. 65b). In the latter case it was even painted. Handles
with grooves that resemble twistedness is also found in Troy VII (Blegen et al.
1958:fig. 272, 19-21). Although a different medium, metal objects can actually
be twisted. Neck-rings and needle heads could actually have been twisted while
hot after the shape had been created from the metal. What came first, the fluted
pottery or metal? In Central Macedonia in Northern Greece the fluted handles
antedated the twisted neck-ring which appeared in the tenth century BC in Central
Macedonia (Hochstetter 1987:37). The neck-rings were, however, known in large
parts of Europe, and were most likely not influenced by fluted handles in Central
Macedonia. The twisted design was conceptualized in several materials, the fine
metal neck-rings probably belonged to the sphere of adornment. Perhaps one could
have served a guest with a twisted neck-ring with a turban rimmed bowl? Diagonal
fluted turban rimmed bowls look similar to a twisted neck-ring, and through their
designed surfaces they connected.
Hochstetter (1984:194) proposes that an increase of fluted-ware at Kastanas
after ca.1200 BC could suggest a process of ‘localization’: after first importing
fluted pottery, the inhabitants of Kastanas began to produce their own. At the
North Greek site of Kastanas, the turban rimmed bowl was developed (in layer 12)
after the fluting design had been introduced (layer 13). This means that the idea of
fluting travelled faster than some of the pot shapes, in this case the turban rimmed
bowl. The design of the turban rim travelled to a Kastanas where the inhabitants
already had a taste for fluted designs, however recent. The fluted-ware of Central
Macedonia was previously referred to as Lausitz pottery by Heurtley (1939:129),
who posited that the occurrence of this pottery indicated an invasion from the
north. This is questioned by Wadle et al. (1980:262), who points out that the
fluted-ware did not differ much from the local wares.
The fabric of the fluted-ware in Northern Greece is described as gritty (Heurtley
1939:98), and especially compared to the contemporary LH IIIC – PG pottery, it
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was rather coarse. Hochstetter remarks that the fluted ware has a dark blackish core
beneath an often well burnished grey or brown surface (Hochstetter 1984:188).
Some of the fluted-ware shapes were also known in non-fluted variants like the
kantharos, also known from the Bronze Age (see Hochstetter 1984:61). Cup bodies
and jug handles are also frequently encountered to be fluted, the handles appearing
to be twisted. These handles were often found at cut away neck jugs. The non-fluted
versions of these could be wheel-made tying the form to yet another tradition, the
Aegean. With locally mixed clay and an already trans-regionally shared decoration
technique that was localized already, the ancient potters designed a trans-regionally
shared design – the turban rimmed bowl.

Fig. 5. Fluted Handle (Heurtley Photobase).

A seemingly simple form, the designing of the turban rimmed bowl could illustrate the complex notion of design captured in the writings of Heskett (2006:16).
Conventionally, designing is the process that leads up to the production of an object,
the translation of a design idea into matter, which provides both opportunities as
well as resistance. While the material and the designing of the turban rimmed pots
took place locally, the design idea and method were trans-regionally shared. Designs
(ideas) do not move by themselves, and it is perhaps timely to ask why these pots were
successful in so many places. Why did the ancient potters at these sites engage in a
non-localized mass production? What problem did they seek to address?
Design as problem solving is related to aesthetics and utility, or rather the unity
of these. Fluting has no direct utilitarian function, while one can eat or drink from a
bowl. By fluting a bowl rim the designer could possibly increase the chance of spilling
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due to the shape of the channels. The incurved rim would in most incidences not
permit pouring. A fluted jug handle could enhance the grip of for example a cut
away neck jug. Such jugs never had fluted rims and were excellent for serving liquids.
Likewise cups do not tend to have fluted rims. Were the rims then fluted because one
did not pour or drink from these bowls? While this remains speculative, the fluting
does in a general way limit the potential uses of the turban rimmed bowl – it offers
resistance. Yet what did people see when they encountered a turban rimmed bowl?
The first answer would be something slightly different depending on the context.
After all it was employed from Slovakia to the Aegean, presumably in dining. In
the preceding Bronze Age there is evidence of connections to both the north and
the south in Northern Greece. A good example is the Central European horse-bit
from Toumba Thessaloniki in Central Macedonia (Andreou et al. 1996:582). In the
burials of Vergina, ornamental double axe pendants were uncovered, and water bird
pendants were found at Tsautitsa. These were known across the Balkans and even at
Peloponnesus (Andronikos 1969; Casson 1924). Further, twisted neck-rings have
also been found in Central Macedonia (Hochstetter 1987). These ornaments could
have followed travellers, potentially taking part of a long distance network. Parallel to
these journeys, one could also postulate a constant short distance movement fueled by
intermarriage and local trade (see Andreou 2002). Intermarriage could have moved
potters with design knowledge of fluting, while the design ideas or the receptivity
towards them could have been transmitted through both long and short distance
movement. As people encountered the pot designs ‘abroad’, they could perhaps more
easily use them when they were introduced by the potters at home. A possibility could
be that the turban rimmed pots addressed the problem of a lingua Franca of dining
across the Balkans and into Central Europe. Much of the pottery assemblage was
not shared in this large part of Europe. There is ample proto-geometric pottery in
Croatia unlike in northern Greece where they take part in an Aegean and a Balkan
tradition simultaneously. Following Bürdek (2005) the non-unique turban rimmed
bowl was combined into various unique local assemblages. Yet the designed surface of
the pot provided a common interface for travellers from other places in the Balkans
and Central Europe. This could have been a design problem solved with a seemingly
simple pot produced in great quantities in many places simultaneously.
If the turban rimmed bowl connected disparate assemblages throughout the
Balkans and Central Europe, it could be relevant to ask what kind of social context
this happened in. Around 1200 BC, a series of collapses took place across the
Mediterranean. In Southern Greece this was a faltering process, with brief revivals.
In the long run, however, the Greek Iron Age saw the emergence of a different society
culminating in the emergence of the Polis. While the southern Greek Iron Age is
traditionally seen as a period of decline and social organization at a reduced level,
there are no apparent long term setbacks at a regional level in Central Macedonia.
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Although the settlements of Kastanas, Axiochori (also known as Vardarhofsta),
Limnotopos (Vardino), Tsautsitsa were destroyed by fires, and beyond the FYRO
Macedonian border the settlement of Vardarski Rid was moved to a nearby defendable
hill (Heurtley 1939: 31-39; Mitrevski 2005: 101-102). However the disruption seems
not to have spread to the neighbouring areas of the Langadas Basin and the Thermaic
gulf (Wardle 2010). The settlement of Kilindir was surrendered at the dawn of the
Iron Age, but generally there seems to be continuity into the Iron Age. In the long
run there is no great decline in the number of sites along the Axios River (Besios et al.
1997) although the sites destroyed by fire were located in the hinterlands of the river.
The first written source that deals with northern Greece is the Iliad, conventionally
believed to have been written in the Iron Age. The Paeonians count amongst the
Trojan allies and dwelt on shores of the Axios (Hom. Il. 2.848-851) which according
to Heurtley (1939: 36) formed the Priam’s western border. In the Classical period,
Herodotus wrote about both Paeonians (Hdt. 5.16) and their neighbours the
Macedonians (Hdt. 7.123-124). Northern Greece, rich in resources like timber and
metals, also attracted Greek colonists in the eighth century if not earlier (Morris
2000:217; Tiverios 2008:4-5) making the region inherently multi-cultural. While it is
hard to match up specific tribes from written sources with the archaeological material,
it should be kept in mind that the North Aegean could have emerged as inherently
fragmented in the Iron Age. New extramural cemeteries with rich graves appear at
Paleo Gynaikokastro (Savopoulo 1987:530) and Tsautsitsa (Heurtley 1939:32), and
the large embanked sites referred to as tables surpass the Bronze Age tells in terms of
size. Burials of a Bronze Age date have yet to be uncovered in the vicinity of the Axios
while at Toumba Thessaloniki, a few comparatively inconspicuous burials have been
uncovered in the storage areas of the large compound-like houses (Mulliez 2010:136137). While there could well have been troubles along the Axios, the long term effect
of the changes in the Iron Age was the rise of larger settlements and extramural prestige
burials. In this context the connections with the Balkans were reproduced through
fluted dining sets and adorning bird pendants and twisted neck-rings.
The fluted-ware has been seen as the hallmark of northern Lausitz invaders (Heurtley
1939:129), yet this invasion could have been rather limited (Wardle 2010). At Assiros
and Toumba Thessaloniki there is no evidence pointing to conquest by hostile invaders
although the inhabitants had fluted handles on some of their jugs. The movement
of designs and designing methods does not necessitate a foreign invasion. Hänsel
(2002) proposes a takeover by new elites at Kastanas as the settlement that preceded
the destruction was weakened (layer 14a). However, the new elite did not discard
local traditional handmade and wheel-made pottery, of which the latter resembled
Aegean types. Even so, a new elite could have introduced a taste for fluted designs,
which could then have spread in local short distance networks to, for example,
Toumba in Thessaloniki. This explanation could work regardless of whether the elite
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were migrant, or represented the adaptation of a new ideology by a group of locals.
The turmoil indicated at sites like Kastanas and Axiochori could be a symptom of
increased competition and a focus on individuals such as those buried with their
embossed shields at Tsautsitsa (Casson 1926). This competition could have been
spurred on by new elites.
Regardless of whether an invasion took place or not along the Axios, or had a wider
impact, there seem to have been significant social changes at the dawn of the Iron
Age, leading to new burial customs and settlement types as well as pot designs (for an
overview of Kastanas, see Hänsel 2002). While the production of Mycenaean-style
pottery and the use of marble-hilted swords suggests contact with the Mycenaeans until
their demise (Wadle et al. 1980:253), the production of Balkan-style cooking pots,
fine encrusted handmade kantharoi and the conspicuous Central European horse-bit
suggests contacts with both the north and the south, making Central Macedonia a
middle ground in the Late Bronze Age (see Horejs 2005). From the publications of
Jung (2002: catalogue no. 164, 179, 316, 434-437, 491) and Hochstetter (1984: plate.
62.7, 64.10, 78.2, 99.3 and 99.7, and 102.1) it is evident that the ‘Flechtwandhaus’
and ‘Leichtbau’ of layer 13, ‘Haupthaus’ (room 2) of layer 12, and the ‘Zentralhaus’
(room 1-3), and the ‘Folgebau’ (‘Westraum’ and ‘Vorhalle’) had both wheel-made
pottery connected to the Aegean traditions as well as ‘Northern’ fluted-ware. The
occurrence of wheel-made pottery and fluted-ware in the same buildings in the Iron
Age layers suggest the role as a middle ground persisted despite disruptions. The new
fluted-ware could have come with invaders or was transmitted through short distance
contact, but the turban rimmed bowl offered the possibility of dining with travellers
from both the north and the south with familiar bowls. The turban rims enabled the
dwellers of Central Macedonia to communicate a belonging to the Central European
and Balkan spheres, while at the same time take part in the Aegean sphere. A traveller
from these regions could read a part of the local assemblage. Turban rimmed bowls, a
meeting point for different Balkan and even Central European travellers, could have
propelled the larger networks to the north.
To summarize, it could be said that local materials were moulded into a trans-regional
shape, the turban rimmed bowl, in a social environment of increased competition.
When the first channel was drawn on the rim of an incurved rim bowl in the design
process, a choice was made regarding what the pot should become – a turban rimmed
bowl. The fluted-ware assemblage of which it was a part could have been connected
with metals through the design idea of twistedness. By mass-designing turban
rimmed bowls across the Balkans at several sites, a non-localized mass production, a
common interface could have been the problem that was solved by fluted designs on
the pot surface. The solution was contingent upon design knowledge that emerged
with other pot shapes in Central Macedonia slightly before the turban rimmed bowl
was introduced. While the metal could actually be twisted and bent when hot, the
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plasticity (Kovačević 2009:56) and the twistedness was obtained with a different
technique when applied to pottery as clay yields a different kind of resistance from
metal. Regarding the twisted design of the turban rim we could recall Flusser’s
(1999:17) notion of design as deceit as it would have been impossible to twist the
clay rim. Through the object surfaces the design could have connected rims and
neck-rings. Both have wide distributions; could the mobility of one have spurred
that of the other, or facilitated it, i.e. through its non-localized mass production did
it create a surface for the other to travel on?
Concluding Remarks
A discussion of design can yield several interesting perspectives for archaeology. Its
polysemic nature and background, when explored and discussed, offers the possibility
of connecting seemingly disparate topics such as mass-production, the relationship
between appearance and production, materials and socio-political contexts under one
heading. Design emphasizes materials and resistance as well as the context, which
could be interesting in a material culture perspective.
The non-unique and widely distributed objects that are encountered in e.g. the
Iron Age can be approached as a design trait. Design adds aesthetics to everyday life,
and well-designed objects help the users with daily tasks such as cutting bread. It is
precisely this - daily life - that archaeology addresses best. In a design perspective
looks are impossible to separate from the function of an artefact as this is what tells
the user what the object is for. Design can be used to look at the object as a totality of
production and appearance, as well as to break it up. As observed by Shanks (2007),
design can also tie potting to politics: while looking into choices in the production
process, one can also relate this to a larger social and political setting.
How could a design approach assist in elucidating an archaeological material? The
critical moment in the designing of the turban rimmed bowl was when the channels
were drawn, yet once produced the turban rimmed bowl was most likely immediately
recognized tacitly by users who tacitly read it. Although situated in different cultures,
the turban rimmed bowls of Central Macedonia allowed both locals and Balkan
travellers to dine from familiar dishes (even if a proto-geometric jug must have looked
‘foreign’ to a Central European traveller). While the intentions behind designing
turban rimmed bowls probably differed in northern Greece and Slovakia, the design
that was amalgamated into the unique local contexts provided a known element for
travellers even if implicitly (rather than explicitly) recognized. The designing of the
decoration was, however, similar. In the modern world, the spread of a design can
be achieved over e-mail. In the Early Iron it was tied to the mobility of people: elites
on long distance journeys to secure trade agreements or warrior bands, shepherds,
traders and sons or daughters to be married at the settlement next door. The latter
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form of mobility in particular could transfer knowledge if the son or daughter had
potting knowledge. At the same time crafters, or ‘proto-designers’, could have travelled
to seek employment. With the turban rimmed bowl a trans-regionally shared design
was designed in local clay. The design idea could be translated into metal as well
even if metal and clay have different properties and was distributed more widely.
This could have entrenched the idea of twistedness into the traditions of widespread
communities. The designed surfaces of the turban rimmed bowl provided a meeting
ground as well as a dish.
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